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Elevator Pitch

We found that many friends and colleagues needed help with keep-
ing plants alive. With our app the goal is to create an aesthetically 
pleasing platform that provides the user with transparent, easy plant 
care by helping them find and care for the type of plant that best 
suits their lifestyle. Plantz sets you up for success by providing plant 
searching, watering reminders, how-to’s and the ability to connect 
with friends all in one place.



User Interviews 

Person 1
Name: Stephanie Verdin
Hometown: Tillamook
Occupation: Student
Hobbies: Video games, filming, editing, video production, reading, 
writing, photography
Technology Habits: Heavy user

Person 2
Name: Edgar Verdin
Hometown: Beaverton
Occupation: Project Manager
Hobbies: Soccer, dancing , exercising, hiking
Technology Habits: Medium user

1. How long are you usually on your phone during the day?
 
Person 1: 12 hours.
Person 2: 4 hours. 

2. What apps do you use frequently everyday?

Person 1: Snapchat, Facebook, Instagram, Spotify, Twitter, Reddit
Person 2: Email, Facebook, Pandora, Youtube, and NEWS app daily

3. Are there any aspects of these apps that you find frustrating?

Person 1: Social media stories, just want to use it for communication 
purposes and they get in the way.
Person 2: Having to listen to ad’s is the most frustrating aspect.

4.How Important of a role do plants play in your daily life?

Person 1: Plants are important and have many benefits.
Person 2: They’re extremely important to me...They keep me alive 
and breathing air. As far as me caring for and maintaining plans... 
Not very important because I always forget care for them.

5.What Is the reason of owning plants inside your home?

Person 1: Aesthetic. 
Person 2: Helps keep indoors air feeling cleaner, creates a more 
relaxing indoor environment, and my mom told me it’s good to  
have them.



6. How much knowledge do you know about plants, especially the 
ones you own?

Person 1: None.
Person 2: Not much honestly. I know they need water, sunlight, and 
CO2....I blow on them sometimes.

7. What is the first thing you do when you’re stuck on what to do 
when taking care of your plant?
    
Person 1: Ask mom or Google it.
Person 2: I check online.

8. When it comes to plant care is there any frustrations that come 
to mind?
    
Person 1: Forget to water them so they die.
Person 2: The most frustrating part is that they die when I forget 
about them for a couple weeks.

9.Do You know of any plant related apps?
    
Person 1: No.
Person 2: No.



User Interviews 

Person 1
Name: Eli Caudilo 
Hometown: Washington State 
Occupation: Designer
Hobbies: Soccer, Art, Photography, Plants
Technology Habits: Heavy user

Person 2
Name: Hannah Davis
Hometown: Portland Oregon 
Occupation: Student
Hobbies: Cycling, Cooking, Gardening, music, dancing
Technology Habits: Medium user

1. How long are you usually on your phone during the day?
 
Person 1: Around 5 hrs per day.
Person 2: I’m usually on my phone for about 5hr that includes like 
watching TV, and listening to music. I use it a lot to read emails and 
check the news which takes a while since the countries going to shit. 
Oh, also when I wake up in the morning I usually grab my phone and 
check to see what’s new. 

2. What apps do you use frequently everyday?

Person 1: Instagram, iMessages, Spotify, Waze
Person 2: The apps I use most frequently everyday would be Spotify 
for sure, the news app, netflix, email and Facebook. Sometimes I’ll 
go on pinterest. I also do personal banking on my phone, and use 
venmo to pay people back too.

3. Are there any aspects of these apps that you find frustrating?

Person 1: When they get updates that just create more bugs.
Person 2: Facebook, doesn’t work or load quickly all the time, I also 
don’t really trust it with my personal information. Because of how 
the hacking and cyber security issues that have been going on. In 
the news app it’s more global which makes it hard to find local stuff 
going on… the results from searching are really limited. I wish there 
was a local specific option that you could use. And if I use the se-
lected local channel it’s really out of date



4.How Important of a role do plants play in your daily life?

Person 1: I have 16 plants in my house that I take care of weekly.
Person 2: My house is covered, I like them for aesthetic reasons but 
also they help clean the air. My roommates have a TON of plants too.

5.What Is the reason of owning plants inside your home?

Person 1: Growing up I always had a few small succulents, no 
other reason other than I thought they looked cool. My interests in 
plants has grown to indoor plants in general. As a designer, I find 
they visually lift the aesthetic of a room. I also like the challenge of 
learning about and try and keep them alive.
Person 2:The biggest thing is aesthetic, I like looking at them my 
favorite colour is green, they make me happier… also they clean the 
air so that’s rad.

6. How much knowledge do you know about plants, especially the 
ones you own?

Person 1: A good amount, I’ve done research both from books and 
people (like my mom and friends that own a plant shop).
Person 2: So the ones in my room I know how much water and plant 
food to give them on a weekly and monthly basis. 

7. What is the first thing you do when you’re stuck on what to do 
when taking care of your plant?
    
Person 1: Troubleshoot: check water level, light level, is it time for a 
re-potting?, Temperature, wind/airflow, signs of pests. If not I move 
on to books, and people who also have owned that plant (or a simi-
lar kind).
Person 2: I would probably ask my roommate, it’s more convenient. 
So yeah I mostly ask people I just feel like googling a specific plant it 
would be really hard to find the right answers.

8. When it comes to plant care is there any frustrations that come 
to mind?
    
Person 1: Lack of sun in the PNW and seasonal adjustments 
Person 2: Re-potting… As a college student It can be tedious, i don’t 
want to keep having to buy new pots.

9.Do You know of any plant related apps?
    
Person 1: Plant iD
Person 2: No.



User Interviews 

Person 1
Name: Craig Galler
Hometown: Scottsdale AZ
Occupation: Retired
Hobbies: Travel, Mountain Biking, Cooking, and Painting
Technology Habits: Familiar

Person 2
Name: Jennifer Woodcock
Hometown: Beaverton OR
Occupation: Server
Hobbies: Making stuff, Art, Design, and Horror Movies
Technology Habits: Avid user

1. How long are you usually on your phone during the day?
 
Person 1: 1 hour
Person 2: A couple of hours

2. What apps do you use frequently everyday?

Person 1: Google photos and flipboard
Person 2: Facebook and Instagram

3. Are there any aspects of these apps that you find frustrating?

Person 1: The amount of feeds to flip through. I have no issues with  
      Google photos.
Person 2: The ads and competitive socialites

4.How important of a role do plants play in your daily life?

Person 1: They play a huge role, with creating awesome spaces  
and they just… make you feel good.
Person 2: I have to water my plants everyday. I’m sad when they ar-
en’t taken care of… and they die. They make my house feel happy.

5.What is the reason of owning plants inside your home?

Person 1: Purifies the air, makes a room feel alive, something to keep 
up with a daily routine, and it’s always so cool to come downstairs 
and see the plant bloom.
Person 2: Make me happy. Make me feel at home.



6. How much knowledge do you know about plants, especially the 
ones you own?

Person 1: Quite a bit, we did do a bit of research, but after that its 
been like taking care of any animal. You can just tell what it needs.
Person 2: A little bit.

7. What is the first thing you do when you’re stuck on what to do 
when taking care of your plant?
    
Person 1: Google it.
Person 2: Usually not sure what plant it is, so it just dies and I end up 
just keep trying others till one survives.

8. When it comes to plant care is there any frustrations that come 
to mind?

Person 1: Having the house sitters take care of them.
Person 2: I guess… just not knowing how to care for it. Not knowing 
what to do.

9.Do you know of any plant related apps?
    
Person 1: No
Person 2: No.



User Interviews – Summary

After conducting interviews, a conclusion that we came to is that 
people like having plants in their home for many reasons. Mainly, 
they provide an aesthetic ambiance and also add a warmth to their 
living space something, that makes them feel more at home. We 
also noticed, from our interviews, that people tend to buy plants 
somewhat at random and then generally struggle to take care of 
said plant. I think our initial idea of a primary audience for our app 
were pretty accurate. Many people enjoy plants but don’t really 
know where to start. Moving forward it’s important that we take 
note that many people value simplicity and ease. Overall these user 
interviews helped us confirm what we initially thought.



Competitors URL Purpose of Site/App Features Year Founded
Direct Competitors 

PlantSnap www.plantsnap.com

Allows user to instantly identify plants by taking a picture of unknown 
plants. "Instantly identify plants of all kinds: flowers, trees, succulents, 
mushrooms, cacti and more! PlantSnap is the revolutionary plant 
identification app from Earth.com built to help you instantly identify plants in 
a snap.

• 585,000 species in our searchable database
• Plant Identification
• Instantaneous, accurate results
• Works anywhere on Earth and 
• Translated into 30 languages
• Identify a plant you simply need to simply snap a photo of the plant

2017

SmartPlant www.smartplantapp.com

SmartPlant is the app for every plant owner. We make it easy for you to 
have beautiful, healthy plants, every month of the year. SmartPlant also lets 
you identify plants and pests and connects you to hundreds of plant 
experts. 

• Plant & Pest Identification
• Ask an Expert
• Access Dashboard, sync your app to the Dashboard to view and change your Digital Garden easily from your desktop.
• Personal Advice through chat
• Ginormous Plant Library
• Digital Garden

2015

Koubachi Koubachi.com

Our Koubachi Plant Care Engine maintains a constantly growing amount of 
plant models, developed by Swiss biologists, and customized care plans for 
each of your plants special needs. The system incorporates the plants' 
species, current season, specific geographic location, and most importantly 
the water cycle duration from your calibration. When it’s time to take action 
Koubachi got you covered. With your permission, we’ll send you a 
notification including exact care instructions. 

– Individual care plan for each plant by species with the Koubachi Plant Care 
Engine
– Plant library offering a wealth of information and insights
– Plant wizard to help you determine your plant species
– Receive adjustable notification when a task is due
– Personalizable Plants
– Koubachi Wi-Fi Plant Sensor Support

2014

PictureThis https://www.picturethisai.com/

Instantly identify plants from any photo. Share the plants you find with the 
world. Learn from a global community of experts.

• Identify 4,000+ plants & counting. 
• Accuracy rate of 90%
• Results in less than
a second.
• Over 50,000 new photos added daily.
• Share & discover plants with people from 102 countries.
• Interactive community of plant experts.

2017

WaterBot https://www.kosev.net/

Waterbot is a free app that reminds you to water your houseplants. If you 
always forget to water flowers at home or office this is the right app for you. 
Waterbot will help you save many lives. This app will track all your plants 
and notify you when attention is needed. So never let your flowers die again

- Track all plants in your home
- Receive notification when a plant needs water
- Configure notifications (reminders) time - in the morning, at noon or in the 
evening
- Support for watering intervals from half-day to twenty days
- Create flower avatars using phone’s camera
- Special design for unique user experience

2018

Share the plants you find with the world.
Indirect Competitors Learn from a global community of experts.

Agrobase www.agrobaseapp.com

Agrobase is an app for farmers and agronomists. It includes agronomic 
knowledge database with pests, weeds and diseases catalog and all 
registered pesticides, insecticides, herbicides in a chosen country.

• Identifying specific weed, disease or pest is the first step to effective control
• Rich and continuously updated database of weed, diseases, pest and insect, 
also Including crop protection product descriptions with links
• Provides information about crop protection product registration and expiry 
date, and the most importantly - efficiency on different issues.

2018 (?)

The Sill https://www.thesill.com/
The Sill is a website that allows you to discover the perfect potted plants for 
you. The Sill is a source that bridges the gap between plants and people, 
offering products and services that fit with your personal style, your lifestyle, 
and your budget.

-Plant choice Personalization -Plant care instructions -Weekly Workshops -
Plant Accesories -Memberships - Delivery Services 

2017 (?)

Plant Life Balance https://www.plantlifebalance.com.au/the-app/

Plant Life Balance is an app that allows you to take a photo of your space 
and virtually put your plants in the space. The app tracks the air quality of 
your space based on the plants you have it also allows you to test out 
styles and can help you locate near by nurseries.

Exclusive Plant Life Balance rating system backed by scientific research from 
RMIT University on the health and wellbeing benefits of plants.
• 100+ plants of all shapes sizes and varieties to try in your space, all 
professionally photographed so they look real as you add them.
• Ten junglicious designer style looks to choose from
• Plant guide and care tips from the The Planthunter
• Your personally curated shopping list of plants to help you start the journey to 
a better Plant Life Balance

2017

The Old Farmer's Almanac https://www.almanac.com/

The Old Farmer's Almanac is a reference book containing weather 
forecasts, planting charts, astronomical data, recipes, and articles. Topics 
include: gardening, sports, astronomy, and folklore. The Almanac also 
features sections that predict trends in fashion, food, home, technology, 
and living for the coming year.

• Helps prepare for seasons
• Shows weather forecast
• Seasonal Recipes
• Gardening Tips
•  Folklore
• Natural Remedies
• Farming Practices.

1792

Competitive Analysis Matrix 



Strategy Document

Vision Statement
To create an aesthetically pleasing platform that provides the user 
with transparent, and easy plant care. By helping them to find and 
care for the type of plant that best suits their lifestyle.

Circumstance of Use
We imagine our app being used by plant owners with little 
experience and of any age. Someone who is looking for information, 
care and recommendations when it comes to plants, for their homes. 
They’ll want to use our app when starting to buy plants or to add 
to their collection. They would want to use this app because not 
only will it help find plants that fit their needs and lifestyles, but  
also provide information about where they can purchase, and how 
to care for them.

Design Criteria
We think the aesthetic of our app will be a key attraction for  
our user and because of this we want to create a platform that is 
friendly, and that utilizes a clear layout with imagery, illustration  
and complimentary colour. Since we’re targeting an audience that  
is primarily inexperienced a warm and friendly tone for the interface 
is important.

Success Metrics
If our app were to launch we think the best way to measure success 
would be to track usage and sign up rates. We would want to see 
how many people, after signing up, are continuing to use the app. 
The best way to do make sure they continue to use the app is to 
ensure we keep the curiosity/interest of our users.



Victor Krum 
Mr. Organized

Behaviors 

Victor relys on routines, “going with the flow” isn’t part of 
his vocabulary. He thinks organization and good planning is 
key to a successful day. When he’s not working, he’s trying 
to better himself or engaging in his passions, like cooking, 
working out, and reading. He sees himself as diligent and 
hard working. When it comes to everyday purchasing 
Victor is someone who would rather buy qulaity over 
quantity. Victor is well versed with technology and his 
phone is very organized. The apps he use every day include 
Reminders, Calendar, Email, and Health tracking. They all 
are easy to use, provide control and key information. A new 
passion of Victors is plant care, before he starts he will do 
vigorous research as he doens’t like starting something 
new without all the information. 

Frustrations

• Not familar with owning or caring for a plant

• To many resources and not knowing which is most acurate

• Not being able to find what he wants at a specific store

About Goals + Needs

• Figuring out what plants best suit his lifestyle

• To have all his plantcare and plant info in one place

• Finding places that sell the plants he wants near him

30 
Seatlte, Washington
College Graduate 
Account Manager 
$75,000 per year 



Robin McKenna 
The Industrious Teen

Behaviors 

Robin is out to proove to be the best and to earn the best. 
Taking care of others before self. Earning the trust of 
families to take care of their lives while they are away, 
making the service invaluable and with a price tag that no 
one would argue. Any extra time outside of work is used to 
research the best for clients and a quick snooze. Earned 
enough to move out at 18th birthday and is now investing 
the rest of the money. Plans to retire in thirties. Everything 
is on written lists including what plants she will be 
purchasing after moving out of parents abode. Work may 
be important, but keeping kids, plants, and animals alive is 
the highest priority. That is why she is the best, because 
she makes it so.

Frustrations

• If something reacts differently than what was researched.
• Having trial with error.
• To much different information on how to care for things.

About Goals + Needs

• To earn independance through being the best sitter.
• Stay current on keeping plants and animals healthy.
• To live in the big city and own ones own plants.

16
Sherwood, OR
Highschool Student
Housesitter
$60,000 per year



Kristal Adams 
Busy Bee

Behaviors 

Kristal is a “go with the flow”  kind of person. She’s 
organized with most things but can be forgetful sometimes 
unless she has an important reminder whether its through 
sticky notes or her phone. When not in school, she spends 
most of her time at work. When she finally does have free 
time she likes to spend it on her hobbies which is drawing.
Because she’s constantly keeping busy she has developed 
an iconsistent sleep schedule. Kristal also uses her phone 
often such as for social media, communication through text 
and phone calls. Kristal has recently taken an interest in 
adding plants to her home. However, she is hesiant due 
being so busy and not knowing if she can properly care for 
them but is more than willing to adjust her lifestyle to care 
for them because believes it’ll ease her busy mind.

Frustrations

• Is a very busy person

• Not familar with owning or caring for a plant

• Can be forgetful sometimes

About Goals + Needs

• Figuring out what plants best suit her lifestyle 

• Having reminders of when to care for plants

• Figuring out if flower/plant has Aromatherapeutic Benefits

• Figuring out how big the plant can grow

22
Portland, Oregon
Undergraduate 
Co�ee Barista
$21,000 per year 



User Journey 

Victor Krum 
User Journey #1: Finding a location to buy a specific plant 
 1. User opens app on their phone 
 2. Landing page loads (landing page only allows   
  for user to take quiz, or create account)
 3. User takes quiz 
 4. Finishes Quiz
 5. Browses results 
 6. Selects a plant from quiz results 
 7. Views plant page 
 8. Selects “Find plant” 
 9. Options of near by stores that carry plants are shown 
 10. User selects a store
 11. User can now go buy plant 

User Journey #2: User creates a profile 
  1. Opens app 
 2. Landing page loads 
 3. User takes quiz 
 4. Browses results 
 5. Select create profile 
 6. New page loads 
 7. User inputs information 
 8. Confirm Information 
 9. Profile Created 

User Journey #3: User adds plant to profile after having set up  
          an account
 1. Opens app 
 2. Signs in to account 
 3. Goes to results page 
 4. Browses plants
 5. Selects a plant 
 6. Plants page loads
 7. User selects add plant 
 8. Plant is add to users profile 



User Journey 

Robin McKenna 
User Journey #1: Creating a care profile for the plants in the house 
 1. Open app
 2. Select “my profile” for owned plants
 3. Select create “new household”
 4. Use search bar to find each plant on list
 5. Select searched plant
 6. Use add to “my profile” button
 7. Select the profile for the new house
 8. Check list and become familiar with care needed 

User Journey #2: Entering clients house, starting watering routine.
 1. Open app
 2. Select “My profile”
 3. Select the clients household profile
 4. Look at list
 5. Prepare appropriate amount of water
 6. Use profile to know signs of healthy plant
 7. Water plant
 8. Check off that the plant has been watered
 9. Repeat as required 

User Journey #3: House sitting a clients home, researching how to  
          take care of a new mysterious plant, that’s not   
          looking so well.
 1. Fear for the plants life
 2. Open app
 3. Select camera function.
 4. Use camera function to search for plant
 5. Select the matching plant
 6. Double check its the right plant on plants page
 7. Check identifiable features text to be certain of plant
 8. Note important special care info of the plant
 9. Add plant to the profile you set up for this home owner
 10. Start caring for the plant according to information.



User Journey

Kristal Adams 
User Journey #1: Finding the Right Plant 
 1. Walk into store looking for plants as home decor
 2. Look for a particular plant that interests you
 3. Take out phone and open up app
 4. Take a picture of the plant with your phone
 5. Information appears and see care it needs
 6. This plant requires a lot of attention you look for another
 7. Another plant that interests you, you take a picture
 8. New information appears and you its care needs
 9. It does not require much care, you purchase this plant.

User Journey #2: You get a watering reminder.
 1. Your phone makes a noise
 2. You check it, it’s a notification that you need to water \
 3. You open the app and it also suggests more sunlight.
 4. You put phone away and do what was instructed

User Journey #3: Your plant’s dying, you find out why.
 1. You walk over to check on your plants 
 2. You noticed some odd spots on your plant
 3. You open the app to find potential reasons why 
 4. You find suggested solutions from the app.
 5. You treat the plant and follow as what is suggested.



Page Title
Content 

Type Description
Purpose of 

Content Tags Included Files Availability

Welcome 
Page

Info Introduces 
app

To give infor-
mation for next 
steps for user.

Intro, info 
start, land-
ing page

Background 
Illustration All

Login 
Page  

Form Allows user 
to sign in.

Lets registered 
user login to 

profile.

Login, ac-
count, user 

access

Background 
Illustration All

Plant 
Quiz

Quiz
A quiz that 
suggests 
plants.

For plant 
owners to find 

plants based on 
quiz answers.

Quiz, plant 
knowledge, 
plant sug-

gester

Suggested 
plants will have 

images.
All

Reg-
ister 
Page

Form
Allows user 

to create 
account.

Account is 
needed to save 

user specific 
information.

Account 
creation, 

registration, 
user info 

form

• Background 
Illustration
• Form

All

Profile 
Page

Naviga-
tion

Has quick 
general info 

and links.

Give user quick 
important info 
and main navi-
gation for app.

Profile page, 
account, 

home page, 
navigation

• Photos for 
“Your Spaces”
• Profile Image

Registered 
Account

Water 
Sched-
ule

List
List of when 

to water 
plants.

Allows user to 
save remind-

ers of when to 
water saved 

plants.

Watering, 
timer, re-

minder, list, 
schedule

• Plant picture 
icons
• Plant water-
ing timer

Registered 
Account

Spaces 
Page

List
Collection 
of select 
plants.

Access and edit  
information on 
collection of 

plants.

, My plants, 
collection

• Plant picture 
icons Registered 

Account

Friends 
Page

List
Collection of 
other saved 

users.

To see other us-
ers plant info.

Friend 
list, friend 

search

• User photos 
and their plant 
photos.
• Friend search

Registered 
Account

Plant 
Page

Info
Individual 

plant infor-
mation.

To provide 
information on 
caring for plant

plant info, 
how to, wa-

tering

• Plant photos
• Scrollable 
information

Registered 
Account

Search 
Page

Search Find a plant.

To allow user 
to find plant 

through name 
or camera.

search, cam-
era search, 
search-bar

• Search-bar
• plant photos 
and info

Registered 
Account

Map

Search Find plant 
near by.

Shows user the 
closest places 

to find a specif-
ic plant.

map, near 
me, plant 

stores

• Map
• Plant photo
• Store locater

Registered 
Account

Content Inventory 





Moodboard

With our moodboard we chose to feature a lot of plant imagery as 
aesthetics are important to our app. We looked at a lot of options 
and most of the imagery we went with was either, very clean on 
simple backgrounds, for the specific plant pages. Or it was in an 
environmental setting for areas like the FAQ or homepage, all of the 
photography felt approachable if not achievable. We also tried to 
include examples of app layout or UI that we thought had elements 
that we might want to draw on for our design. Lastly we tried to 
focus on gathering type, colour and other artistic examples. We 
were really drawn to muted, welcoming colour schemes and type 
that felt a little more classic.

https://www.pinterest.com/IamSLOANE/module-6-moodbord/



Paper Prototypes

Before Testing: 
Three main questions that we hope to answer with user testing:
 1.  Does the user understand the purpose of the app?
 2. Does it make chronological sense to have the registration  
     button after the quiz?
 3.  Is there any information that they feel is missing?

For the first question we want to determine if they find it natural 
to have a registration button after they complete the quiz or if 
it’s something they feel is a hindrance. This is something we had 
discussed as group and went back and forth on. In the end we 
decided that it would make the most sense to have the registration 
button on the results page after you finish taking the quiz that 
way they could still get a feel for the app before they created an 
account. We expect that for most users they will find this a natural 
progression however, we aware that some might not like or want to 
create an account.

Additionally with the user tests we hope to find out whether users 
can fully determine the purpose of our app. As most of the people 
we will be user testing are amongst our target audience it will be 
interesting to see if they find a use for our app or if they’ll overlook 
it. 

Lastly is there anything missing, as a group we are keen to see if 
people notice or bring up anything that we have overlooked. 



Paper Prototypes

After Testing: 
What we learned from Paper prototypes was that some of our se-
quencing is confusing, some of our type and buttons were hard to 
understand or read, and that in multiple areas user wanted to be 
prompted more on what they should do. Moving forward with pro-
totypes we worked on figuring out the final sequencing of our app.  
We also did a lot of work when it came to consistency of size and 
spacing, and worked on making buttons and action items more visi-
ble. Additionally we worked on providing text in certain areas where 
users might want more information or prompting. Below we’ve in-
cluded some of the direct feedback we got from users.

User #1
This user uses phone frequently and as well owns plants. User said 
that overall design looks nice and seems to be geared towards her.
She thinks the type on the profile page needs to be darker. The “Add 
Reminder” button was confusing and wasn’t sure what that meant. 
She also wondered if it was possible to re-take the quiz.

User #2
This user uses their phone on a daily basis and has had an interest in 
owning a plant. This user got confused on how to create their ac-
count. They also hesitated on the map page and wasn’t sure what to 
do exactly. They also wondered what would happen if they clicked 
on the location because it does nothing currently.

User #3
This user also uses their phone often and watches over their father’s 
plants but also has an interest in owning their own plants. While in-
teracting with the app the user hesitated on the login and quiz page. 
They were not sure exactly what to do but continued on quiz did.

User #4
This user uses their phone often as well. One of the things they 
mentioned is to reword “add reminder” to “Care reminder” so that 
the first time users will instantly understand better what that but-
ton does. They also suggested to change color options on the filter 
section to circles with color. They also mentioned that they would 
prefer to get notifications from the app itself.



Wire-frame Prototypes 

https://www.figma.com/file/T43FCUkRfVcfHSZnzSsTBakQ/
Plantz%E2%80%93-Wireframes?node-id=0%3A1



Wire-frame Prototype User Test Summary 

User #1:
Name: Clint 
Age: 60’s
Experience: Limited
Device: IPhone

Task Attempted: Create an account, once created add a “space” 
and add your plants.

• Overall I would say the user succeed as they managed to 
complete the task asked, but there was some confusion and 
questions that were brought up during the process.

Questions and Comments:
• User was slightly confused at first as there wasn’t a sign up 

option or any instruction on the landing page to sign up 
other than the “Take Quiz” option

• Once on the profile page it was easy to see add symbol, user 
felt it might be helpful if it was slightly bigger. 

• On plant page didn’t like that “add to profile” button wasn’t 
immediately available and that you had to scroll to find it. 

Observations:
• Overall it seemed like the user had a fairly easy time 

completing the task and navigating the app
• The landing page and some aesthetic choices of where to 

place buttons seemed to be the biggest issues
• I think moving forward keeping consistency on pages and 

having them swipe instead of scroll might help 



Wire-frame Prototype User Test Summary 

User #2:
Name: Anwar
Experience: Limited in terms of plant apps and plant care
Device: IPhone
Usage: 1-2 hours

Task Attempted: Create an account, take quiz, add plant 
• User managed to do tasks successfully but did ask ques-

tions due to confusion in certain parts in the process while 
navigating through the app.

Questions and Comments:
• User was confused on the quiz page and was curious what it 

did and what it was about. 
• “Almost There” Page needs more information since it doesn’t 

really tell you what is going to happen next.
• Back button on map page is needed.
• Make icons on map page more obvious.
• Possibly Shrink icon/name on profile page.
• The water button probably should be in a different spot.
• On the quiz pages, there should be more of a variation and 

more helpful questions.

Observations:
• Overall the user could navigate through the whole app with 

only a few problems
• The problems was mainly about the information that was 

being presented 
• Will need to keep more consistency on the pages 
• Some tweaks on some pages will allow navigation to go 

more smoothly 

 



Wire-frame Prototype User Test Summary 

User #3:
Name: Edgar
Experience: Limited in terms of plant apps and plant care
Device: IPhone
Usage: 2-4 hours

Task Attempted: Create an account, take quiz, add plant, search 
for new plant to add 

• User managed to do tasks successfully but did ask 
questions due to confusion in certain parts such as in the 
quiz portion

Questions and Comments:
• User was confused on the quiz page, hesitated but was 

curious.
• Back button on map page is needed.
• A lot of categories in the filters.
• Asked questions about the map page out of curiosity

Observations:
• Overall user could navigate through the whole app with  

only a few problems
• Some tweaks on some pages will allow navigation to go 

more smoothly 
• User stared at content for a while to make sure he knew what 

he was doing
• Swiping feature might help the pages be less cramped by 

separating parts of info on plant pages 



Wire-frame Prototype User Test Summary 

User #4:
Name: Jennifer
Experience: Pro with indoor plants, little plant app experience.
Device: IPhone
Usage: 2-3 hours

Task Attempted: Find Search Bar, Find Near Me, Find Photo Search, 
Search with Filters, Create an account, Take quiz, Add a “Space”, 
Add a plant 

• User completed all the tasks with resets

Questions and Comments:
• Will retaking the quiz giving new results? Maybe giving an 

option besides register button.
• Thought filters and camera page were neat.
• Quiz questions could be pushed forward a bit maybe refined.
• Curious what clicking the profile picture would do. 

Observations:
• Font is a little to small in places.
• “View Result” in Profile page takes to Register Page.
• Some burger menus are broken



Brand Guidelines

Typography 
For the type on this project we used two primary typefaces, Eskorte 
Latin Bold and Gotham Bold and Book. Below size and weight are 
specified and line height is mentioned only if other than 100%.

Large Title 
Eskorte Latin, Bold, 45pt 

Body + Quiz Copy 
Gotham, Book, 16pt

Sub-Instructions
Gotham, Book, 10pt

Profile Page + Quiz + Your Spaces Title
Eskorte Latin, Bold, 24pt, LH 70%

Plant Description Subhead + Profile Page Section Headers
Gotham, Bold, 16pt

Plant Description + Your Spaces Plant + My Friends Copy 
Gotham, Book, 14pt

Hamburger Menu User name 
Eskorte Latin, Bold, 24pt 

Hamburger User location
Gotham, Book, 16pt

Pop up Copy 
Eskorte Latin, Bold, 16pt 

Pop up Answer
Gotham, Bold, 16pt 

Filter copy 
Gotham, Book(Bold when selected), 16pt 

Map Pop Ups
Gotham, Book, 14pt 

Colour 
We wanted to create a warm, approachable and inviting feel with 
the app. To do that we utilized a limited colour palette that included 
beige and a russet orange as the primary colours, with dark green 
and Grey as secondary colours.

#74795b #cb8552 #efbd9c #000000 #a6aaad #efefec #f5f6f5



Brand Guidelines

Imagery 
The imagery utilized throughout through app is meant to look pro-
fessional yet approachable, kind of like that friend you have on 
Instagram that says they’re a photographer. As not every picture will 
be automated through the app we want to choose a style that was 
cohesive with what a user might use.

Voice
Platntz speaks to our user like a well versed but compassionate 
friend. Whether people know what plants they need or want, what 
care instructions they should follow, every word we say informs and 
encourages. We share our knowledge with clarity, compassion, and 
overall understanding. 

Animation 
With animation since out app is for those fairly new to the subject 
we wanted to make sure that any animations that we used helped 
and not hindered the user. Some animations we propose using 
are swiping feature between pages, especially with pages like the 
specific plant pages. Additionally, type on pages, such as where you 
can create an account we imagine will have animation to gesture the 
user when somethings incorrect and when you begin typing. Also 
with the hamburger menu and pop out windows we imagine smooth 
transitions. Certain items in the search will also quickly switch 
boldness. 



Mockup Prototypes 

https://www.figma.com/file/G4K6sYfPDxn70dbUbf3fA1/
Plantz%E2%80%93-Prototypes-Copy?node-id=0%3A1


